the POCKET

GUIDE TO

Masterful Hybrid Meetings

Meetings are the most expensive activity happening at work, using valuable time, energy, and attention. During the
pandemic and the switch to virtual meetings, things shifted. The average meeting length shrunk by 21% and the total
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time spent in meetings dropped by 9%. While that sounds like good news, workdays grew longer by as much as 2-3
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hours around the world, the number of meetings expanded by 17%, and the number of participants by 14% . One thing
is clear - it is as important as ever to make sure meetings are efficient, effective, and enjoyable.
Here are keys ways to do just that:
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WORK YOUR MEETING PECs

PLAN Be intentional about what you want to accomplish and
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choose the best medium for it. Check biases re the need for
presence.

EXECUTE Be thoughtful about the 'ask'. Be respectful and inclusive.
Invite contributions from those whom you can't see.
CALIBRATE Review and improve.

PLANNING
WHY Be clear on what you want to achieve - decisions, creating a

common understanding, gathering ideas, relationship building
WHO

Identify critical participants & free up those who aren't needed

WHEN Determine if synchronicity is required. Are you respecting time

zones? What about other commitments?
WHERE Will the meeting be held remotely, in-person or a in a hybrid

fashion? Do you have the right meeting space & technology

EXECUTION
TASK

Make efforts to keep the meeting focused on desired outcomes
including having an idea parking lot to capture ideas.

TIME

Monitor time per topic and respect start / stop times

TEAM Spend time fostering connection. Have "soft landing" and

water cooler time. Ensure everyone is invited to participate.
TOOLS

Make sure work tools support excellent ergonomics and effective
communication.

THEATRE Hybrid communication requires different room & furniture design.

CALIBRATION
What went well?
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What could have been better?
What can we try next time?
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